
STUDY GUIDE FOR  THE TRUMAN SHOW

The Truman Show is a fun movie suitable for the whole family in
language, content and drama. In fact, the young people may understand
the plot of movie more quickly than their elders. So let me explain the
basic setting so elders will moved past puzzled to pondering. It is a movie
about a television show - and on an old fashioned television set at that -
which is why you see shadows around the edges of some scenes
mimicking the shape of old television screens. That show is "The Truman
Show" and is the most watched show across the world by all cultures,
and Truman is the star of that show, although he doesn't realize it.

This is also a period-piece movie, reflecting American life in the 50's
and 60s so those of us who remember those decades will appreciate the
clothing, music, dancing and products. Many scenes are cute and funny,
and the dramatic ones are tense but not traumatic. The movie lasts 1 hr.
43 mins. so allow about 2 hr.s and 15 mins. for watching and discussing.
Rotten Tomatoes gives The Truman Show an outstanding grade of 94.
Enjoy the movie.

LIST PLACES TO RENT
GOOGLE PLAY 
https://play.google.com/store/movies/details?id=Q9UsEbi1Xks
REDBOX:
https://www.redbox.com/ondemand-movies/the-truman-show?query=
The%20truman%20show
AMAZON:
https://www.amazon.com/Truman-Show-Jim-Carrey/dp/B002SGYPS2
/ref=sr_1_2?keywords=the+truman+show&qid=1585661927&sr=8-2
YOU TUBE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q9UsEbi1Xks

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. One of the ways to begin unpacking the religious meaning of this
movie is to start with the names of key characters. Discuss the
possible significance of the following:

A.Truman 
B. Christof 
C. Marlon 
D. Marie

2. The Truman character has numerous references to the life of Jesus
as portrayed in the bible. How many can you remember.
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3. What echos of the following scripture passages did you discern in the
movie?

C  Matt. 2:1-2

C  Luke 1 :3 1-35

C  Matt. 14:25-33

C  1 Corinthians 1 1 :23-24 

C  John 10:29-30 

C John 20:1-9

C  Philippians 2:7

C  Galatians 4: 1-12

4. Christof is a commanding character in the movie because he governs and

manipulates Truman's life, in a similar way to how the institution called
"church" governs and manipulates the story and life of Jesus, also in the
name of "Love". Discuss some of the ways the church governs and
manipulates the real life of Jesus.

5.     What other "Christof's do people have in their lives?

6. Christof essentially tried to keep Truman as an adult child. How much of
your faith still remains that of when you were a child?


